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Abst ract 

LBL-14715 

Subthreshold K--Production by Coherently Produced ~-Mesons 
in Heavy Ion Collisions* 

Karl-Hei nz Muller** 

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA 

We assume that the enhanced subthreshold K--production found recent ly in 

the reaction 28Si_28Si at 2.1 GeV6) is due to the decay of coherently 

produced ~-mesons. We cal cul ate t he different i a 1 K-- product ion cross 

section by treating the source term of the ¢-meson field, which is the nucleon 

current, as an external c-number source. We parameteri ze this current by 

assumi ng a di vi ng-, a compress ion-, and an expans ion- st age duri ng the 

nucleus-nucleus collision where the results of the intranuclear cascade 

calculations16 ) serve as a reference. Assuming a reasonable time for 

building up three times nuclear matter density we get agreement with the 

experimental data. We predict a differential cross section that is different 

from a thermal spectrum. 

*This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, 5300 Bonn-Bad 

Godesberg, West Germany and by the Director, Office of Energy Research, 

Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics 

of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 

**As of September 1, 1982: Institut fUr Theoretische Physik, Philosophenweg 

19, 6900 Heidelberg, West Germany 
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1. Introduct ion 

In a relativistic quantum field theory the strongly interacting nucleon 

system is described by a Lagrangian where the interaction Lagrangians are 

assumed to be due to 1f,T),cr,f),W,¢ .... meson exchange. 1- 3) The equations 

describing the space and time behavior of the corresponding meson fields are 

inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon- or Proca-equations, respectively. In the case of 

a relativistic heavy ion collision4,5) where the nucleons are decelerated 

these equations do not only describe the virtual mesons inside of the 

colliding systems but also the production and emission of real mesons. While 

emitted T),O',CI, and w mesons decay mainly into photons or pions, which might be 

difficult to be detected in the background of photons produced by decaying 

1fOIS and pions produced via decaying 6 1 S, the ¢-meson has the advantage to 
+ 

decay into a K K- pair. At bombarding energies far enough below the 

+ - -NN ~ NNK K threshold, the K -meson produces a background-free signal 

from coherent ly created ¢-mesons assuming that the K--production due to the 

processes 1fA ~ NK- and 1fL ~ NK- are al ready sufficient ly small. 

Recently A. Shor et al. 6) detected a surprisingly large number of 

subthreshold K--mesons at a c.m. momentum of 276 MeV/c at 0° in the reaction 

28Si_28Si at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. Here the K- production threshold is 210 

MeV above the available nucleon-nucleon centre of mass energy. If one tries 

to explain these data solely in terms of individual nucleon-nucleon 

K--production as it was done by the authors of ref. 6), taking Fermi motion 

in form of double Gaussian momentum distributions for projectile and target 

into account, one underestimates the K--yield by about a factor of 20. 

The aim of this paper is to show that this surprisingly large number of 

subthreshold K--mesons might be due to coherent ly produced (ii-mesons during 

the nucleus-nucleus collision where the participant nucleons contribute 

' .. 

Ii' 
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cooperatively7). We propose the picture that the nuclear matter 

distribution of the participant nucleons is surrounded by (virtual and real) 

0-mesons in a similar way as a moving single nucleon. In analogy to 

photon-bremsst rah 1 ung where a decelerat ion of a charged current produces real 

photons, in our model, the deceleration of the baryonic current during the 

nuclear collision leads to the creation of real ~mesons. A similar picture 

for the pion cloud surrounding the projectile nucleus was recently proposed by 

B. Hiller and H.J. Pirner8) to describe coherent pion production. 

In sect. 2 the general formalism of our model is reviewed and the 

expression for the K--production cross section due to coherent 0-meson 

creation is derived. In sect. 3 we describe a simple parametrization of the 

nucleon current during the nucleus-nucleus collision and represent in sect. 4 

the results. Finally in sect. 5 we give a brief summary and discuss 

possibilities for future work that appears promising. 

2. The Model 

2a. The coherent 0~meson production mechanism 

-+ 
The interaction of the nucleon field I/I(x,t) with the neutral vector field 

-+ ° (x,t) of the ~mesons is described in the one meson exchange model by an 
II 

interaction Lagrangian of the form 

£ - II = -g 0 1/1 y 1/1 
I 0 II 

where 0
11 

couples to the baryon current 1/1 ylll/l 9). g0 is the Yukawa 

coupling constant, yll the standard y-matrices. With the free Lagrangian for 

the 0-meson field, this leads to a field equation for 0 of the form 
II 

a" (a 
" 

2 -o - a 0) + m",0 = g", 1/1 y 1/1 
II ll" 'P II VJ II 

(1) 

(2) 

"';,I 
. .' 
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Here m~ is the ~-meson mass (m0 = 1020 MeV). Since the baryon current is 

conserved, the Proca-equation (2) is equivalent to an inhomogeneous 

Klein-Gordon equation of the form 

with the Lorent z gauge 

a ¢Ill = 0 
II 

In the case of subthreshold ~-meson production one way of producing real ~IS 

is via nucleons that act cooperatively. The coherent ¢-production is 

determined by substituting the current operator~y l/J by its expectation 
II 

value. Therefore, from eq. (3) one obtains a Klein-Gordon equation with a 

pure c-number source. 

In the cr + W + ~ model IO ) (the remaining mesons are neglected for 

simplicity), the equation that describes the nucleon field l/J(x,t) is a Dirac 

equation of the form 

II w -

mN is the nucleon mass and gs,gw coupling constants. The field eqs. (3) 

(3) 

(4 ) 

(5) 

(6 ) 

and (6) are coupled, which makes the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon eq. (3) with 

substitution (5) at first sight intractable. We could get rid of this compli-

cation, if one could treat the source term (5) approximately as an "external" 

current, independent of ¢I itself. When can 'one approximately neglect the 
II 

recoupling of the ¢-field on the 1jJ-field? As far as virtual ¢-mesons are 

concerned, we can think that the effect of the 0-field on <l/Jy l/J> is small 
II 

compared to the effects of the a- and w-fields. This is due to the small 

" 
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coupling constant and the large mass of the qr.field in comparison to those of 

the 0- and w-fields. In the case of emitted real ~-mesons we can 

approximately neglect the recoupling on the expectation value of the nucleon 

currrent if the source acts as a huge energy and quantum number reservoir. 

This is the case if the available energy for particle production in the entire 

participant nucleon system is much larger than the energy carried away by the 

produced qr.mesons. We will see later that in the cases we are considering, 

this is approximately the case. We therefore now approximate eq. (3) by 

where ju is a fixed c-number current. How to choose this current ju we 

will discuss in sect. 3. 

The mean number of scal ar mesons or photons produced by an external 

c-number current is derived in several textbooks ll ,12). For the spin 1 

qr.meson the derivation is similar and we will briefly sketch it here. 
+ 

To determine the mean number of emitted !)i-mesons of momentum K and 

polarization a (a = +1,0,-1), we have to ask for the probability p(nka )) 

of finding after a heavy ion collision, where the dynamics is described by 

ju(x,t), nf !)i-mesons. If 10,in> is the Heisenberg in-state where there 

is no real !)i-quantum and Infa) ,out> the Heisenberg out-state with 

n~a) real ~-quanta one obtains for the probability 

p(nfa)) = 1 <nfa) , out 1 0,in>1 2 

fa) 
here 1 n~a) ,out> 1 (+out)n 1 = aj(, a 0, out> 

jffi 
k • 

(7) 

(8 ) 

(9 ) 

where a!.out is an out-0--meson creation operator. We now expand the in- and outK,a 

, 
" 
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¢-field into normal modes of in- and out-creation and annihilation operators 

0in/out = L L _1_ ~An/out U(a) ei(Kx-wt) + a!K:n / out 
~ a K 12wn ( Ka ~ ~ 

Q is an infinite normalization volume. U (a) is the polarization four 
~ 

vector of polarization a. It is 

= -

Due to the Lorentz gauge of eq. (4) one obtains using eq. (10) 

U(a) Kll = 0 
~ 

The solution of the field eq. (7) leads to the following dependence of the 

out-rb-field and the in-rb-field. 

(1l ) 

(12 ) 

0~ut(X) = 0~n(X) + 9
0 
J d4x' 1 Gret·(x,x') - G·dv·(x,x') i j.(X') (13) 

Gret . and Gadv . are the retarded and advanced Green's functions that 

sat i sfy a Klein-Gordon equat ion of a poi nt source. 

Inserting in eq. (13) the explicit expression for Gret • and Gadv . and 

- -+ 
introducing the space-time Fourier transformed current j (K,w) we obtain 

II 

e i (K;-wt )J
ll 

(K,w)! 

(14 ) 

where w is the on-shell rb-meson energy 

w = + m 2 
r/J 

Eqs. (10) and (14) relate the in- and out-annihilation operators as 

(15 ) 

(16 ) 
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With eqs. (8),(9), and (16) one finally obtains a Poisson distribution for 

p(n~a)) where the mean number of emitted 0-quanta of momentum K and 

polarization a is 

2b. + -The 0-decay into K K 
+ 

A 0-meson decays outside of a medium with 47% probability into a K K-

(17) 

pair. The decay time is 47 fm/c. A typical reaction time for a central heavy 

ion collision at 1-2 GeV/nucleon until the participant system goes over into a 

dilute nuclear matter system of density less than half normal nuclear matter 

density is about 15 fm/c. Therefore, assuming that the 0-decay is not changed 

significant ly by the nuclear medium, we can neglect the absorption of the 

produced K--mesons by the nucleons. 

Since the 0-mesonis a spin 1 particle and the K- mesons have spin 0 the 

produced K+K- pair is in a relative p-state in the rest frame of the 

¢-meson. 

The momentum distribution W (p,K) of a K--meson of momentum p 
a 

-+-
resulting from a decaying ¢-meson of momentum K and polarization a is given by 

an integral over the Lorentz invariant phase space where energy and momentum 

conservation is taken into account by a-functions 13 ) and the relative 

+ -p-state of the K K pair is considered by the spherical harmonics VIa. 

-+- -+- 1 f d3
p' I -:- I 2 , 3 -+- -+- -+-W (P, K) = r( ) -.-,- VI (~) a (e: + e: - w) 0 (p + p' - K) 

a. m¢l,mK e: a 
(18) 

-+- + 
p' is the momentum of the K -meson, which shall not be detected, mK is the 

kaon mass. - + 
e: and e:' are the energies of the K - or K -meson, 

respectively. I(m¢,~) is the normalization constant. {) in eq. (18) is 
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the angle between the r6-momentum K and the relative momentum y of the K+K-

p ai r in t he rest frame of the (6-meson. It is 

where 

-+ -+ 
K Y cos i) = --

IKI IYI 

Expression (18) can easily be evaluated. We obtain 

15 ( cosi)- COSi) 0) 

p.K 

-+ 
where i) is the ang le bet ween the r6-meson moment urn K and the K--meson 

-+ 
moment urn p.And 

2 2we:-mr6 
cos i)o = 2pK 

-+ -+-+ 
One gets cos & by substituting each pI in eq. (19) by K-p. 

For the normalization constant we find 

2c. The K -production cross section 
-+ 

(19) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

So far, we have determined the mean number of (6-mesons of momentum K and 

polarization a and the probability that a decaying r6 produces a K--meson of 
-+ -+ 

momentum p where p lies in the Lorentz invariant phase space interval 

d3p/e:. In relativistic heavy ion collisions interference effects between 

different partial wave amplitudes in a differential cross section can be 

expected to be unimportant because of the enormous number of orthogonal final 

channels accessible 14 ). Therefore, it makes sense to sum simply over the 

" t' 
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probabilities to produce K--mesons at different impact parameters. With 

this we obtain an expression for the invariant double differential 

K--production cross section of the form 

Here we summed over all possible polarizat ions of the ¢-meson, integrated over 

all possible momenta of the 0, and furthermore integrated over all impact 

parameters b. Now, of course, the Current depends on the impact parameter. n 

0
+-= .47 is the branching fraction for the 0 to decay into a K K pair. To 

evaluate the inner integral in eq. (24), we choose polar coordinates (K,'P,~) 

where p defines the 3-direction. With z being the ion beam direction the 
A~ 

differential K--production cross section at an angle '9 with cos~ = ZP/P 

reduces to t he form 

(25) 

~ is defined byeq. (22). ~ is given by ~ as discussed in context with o 0' 

e;q. (19), evaluated at the angle ~ = ~. The integration limits for the 
~ 0 

moment urn K are 

(26) 

Since the only data for subthreshold K--production in heavy ion collisions 

are those reported in ref. 6) where kaons were measured at an angle '9 = 0°, we 

want to restrict our calculations to this particular angle, which further 

simplifies the evaluation of eq. (25). 
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The mean number <n(6) of emitted (6ls at a given impact parameter b is 

given by 

where we used eq. (17). 

If we choose in the rest frame of the 0-meson for the spin basis spherical 

unit vectors, we derive from conditions (11) and .(12) for the polarization 

four vector U~(a) 

Since the continuity equation a j~ = 0 is equivalent to 
~ 

we obtain in the case of polarization a = 0 

.+ 
Here jo as well as j contribute to give the right side of eq. (30). As we 

see from (28), in the case of polarizations a =..:t-l only f contributes. 

3. Parametrization of the nucleon current expectation value 

Since we are not able to solve the coupled field eqs. (2) and (6) to 

(28 ) 

determine the expectation value of the nucleon current in a relativistic heavy 

ion collision, we want to use a simple model parametrization for \:,b(x,t) 

and see if one can reproduce the K--yield reported in ref. 6) with some 

reasonable assumptions about the nuclear dynamics. We consider a 

project ile-target system of equal nucleon number Ao and discuss the 
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collision process seen from the nucleus-nucleus c.m. system. We assume the 

spectator-participant picture and use for the number of participants A(b) of 

target and projectile, respectively, the formula derived in ref. 15), which 

were used by t he aut hors of ref. 16). 

where 

A (b) = A - (1 - n) - (- - 1.) (I - n) [
3 2 3 3 ] 

o 12 12 

b 
n = 2R R = 1. 2 'A 1/3 

o 

(31 ) 

(32 ) 

We assume the collision dynamics for a given impact parameter essentially to 

be a three-step process, which is suggested by the results of intranuclear 

cascade calculations done by J. Cugnon et al. I?). Fortimest < Othetwo 

participant distributions penetrate, approaching each other with the velocity 

-+ 
±V in defined by the initial c.m. kinetic energy per nucleon. Each 

participant density distribution is assumed to be of Gaussian shape. This 

initial part of the reaction we call diving stage. At t = 0 the two 

participant densities are assumed to overlap completely, having reached double 

normal nuclear matter density Po. During the time interval from t = 0 to t 

= t we assume a piling up of density where the spherical Gaussian shape o 
becomes deformed. The width of the Gaussian in transverse direction is 

.assumed to be unchanged while the width in z-direction becomes smaller 
. ~ 

corresponding to an increasing central density. 

For times t > to a fireball expansion takes place. We assume that at 

time to equilibrium has been reached locally and from each point of the 

matter distribution local fireballs start to expand. The contribution to the 

r.6-production resulting from the spectator nucleon distribution is assumed to 

be negligible since the ablation of the spectators is a slow process compared 

to the violent compression stage of the part iCipant density. 
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Therefore, we descri be the time component of t he current at impact 

parameter b by 

2 2 2 2 
-'ITS r -'II'S Z 

+ 2A(b)S}Sz e. 1 1 e z -e(t - to) (33) 

Here the first part of the sum in eq. (33) is the diving stage, the second 

part the compression stage, and the last term the expansion stage, where 

a = 2 x2 + .2 r
1 

= y (34 ) 

-e(t) is a step function. ClZ(t) determines the change of the longitudinal 

Gaussian width during the compression stage. We assume the following simple 

paramet ri zat ion 

sin (35) 

ClZ(t
O

) determines the longitudinal width of the Gaussian participant 

di st ri but ion at the time when the fi reba 11 expans ion start s. Therefore, 

Cl (t ) fixes the maximum density P reached at the end of the z 0 m 

compression stage and equation (35) is completely determined for given values 

of Pm and to. With the assumpt ion of local fireballs that start to expand 

at t = to' we find for s1 and s; in eq. (33) 

S12 = [L+ 2'11'kT (t- t )2] -1 (36) 
a2 mN 0 

'. 
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and 

mN is the nucleon mass, kT the temperature corresponding to a 

nonrelativistic Maxwell distribution. For kT we used the experimentally 

(3?) 

determined temperature parameter of the proton spectrum at the corresponding 

bombarding energy. 

The space component of the expectation value of the nucleon current in our 

model parametrization is given by 

2 -+ -+ 2) -1Ta (x+v i t) -+ 

e n v. -e(-t) ln (38 ) 

2 2 2 2 
2 -1Ta rl -1TQ z -+ 

- 2A(b)a ~z e e z ze
z 

-e(t) -e(t
o 

- t) 

Figure 1 shows the density profiles during the diving stage (-4 fm/c-O fm/c), 

the compression stage (here 0 fm/c-3.8 fm/c), and during the initial part of 

the expansion stage (3.8 fm/c-l0 fm/c). The impact parameter was chosen such • 
that the number of target or projectile partiCipants is 14, respectively. The 

maximum density reached is 3 po. The lab bombarding energy is 

2.1 GeV/nucleon and kT = 120 MeV. 

One can see that this parametrization reflects the essential features of 

the dynamiCS one finds in an.intranuclear cascade calculation l ?). Figure 2 

displays the current jz,b in the three different stages. Since jz,b(z) = 

-jz,b(-z) only jz,b(z) for z > 0 is plotted. During the diving stage the 

, i 
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current decreases, reaching a value of zero at the moment of complete 

overlap. Then during the compression stage it increases at the beginning and 

drops to zero at t = to. The current changes its sign when the expansion 

stage starts. In the last column of fig. 2 the current j b during the x, 
expansion stage is shown. Here j b is similar to j b. x, z, Figure 3 

displays the time dependence of the longitudinal half Gaussian width ~zL of 

t he part ic ipant dist ri but ion duri ng t he compress ion andexpans ion st age as 

given by eqs. (35) and (37). 

Our parametrization has the great advantage that we can easily perform the 

Fourier transformations to evaluate IU ll (<l)3
11

,bI 2 of eq. (25), using eqs. 

(28) and (30). In the case <l = 0, we obtain 

ull(O) j = Km0 
A(b) 

ll,b 

2 
Kl t 

- 41Ta 2 J 0 -
+ 2e e 

o 

+ 2e 

K2 
z 

--2 
41T<lZ • t 

e 100 dt 

2 
00 

- -2 
e 4b .[; + 

2b 

If we restrict ourselves to determine the double differential cross section 

-(25) at an ang le .g = 0° and neg lect the fact that t he current j in the 

expansion stage is not exact ly radially symmetric (see fig. 2) we obtain in 

the cases of polarization <l = ±l 



=-A(b) sin" 
12 

K 
+ 2.. e 

'If 
( 40) 

The above-mentioned approximation is justified, since the fireball expansion 

is slow compared to the compression process. To evaluate eqs. (39) and (40) 

we have further assumed that the source is switched on and off adiabatically. 

4. Results and Discussion 

We calculated the double differential K-~production cross section (25) 

at ~ = 0° for the reaction 285i_28 5i at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. The K--momenta 

p are those in the c.m. frame. The Fourier transformations in eqs. (39) and 

(40) are performed numerically by using a 32 point Gauss quadrature 

formula 18 ) for each time interval of length -'If/w. For the coupling constant 

g~, we choose the one given by the 

Holinde, and Machleidt 19 ,3); it is 

one boson exchange potential of Erkelenz, 

2 
g~/4'1f = 0.86. Taking the results of 

the intranuclear cascade calculations 17 ,20) as a reference, we assumed a 

maximum density of 3 DO reached at the end of the compression stage. We~ 

varied the time parameter to in expression (35). The results for to = 

1.5, 2.0, 3.5 fm/c and for the case where we switched off the compression 

stage completely are shown in fig. 4. A time parameter between 1.9-4 fm/c we 

found to be in agreement with the data6 ) at 276 MeV/c. During such a time a 

nucleon having still its initial v-elocity travels -a distance of 0.4R-0.8R, 

where R is the sharp sphere radius of 285i. This time period seems to be 
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reasonable to build up three times normal nuclear matter density. Neglecting 
.. 

t he compress ion st age comp lete ly underest imt es t he cross sect ion at p = 276 

MeV/c by a factor of 23. 

If one disentangles the contributions resulting from the different 

po 1 a ri zat ions of the ¢-:meson one fi nds that t he a = 0 term mai n ly cont ri butes 

for p < 200 MeV/c and has a dip at p z 125 MeV/c. This is due to the 
-+-+ 

kinematical factor Wa=O(K,P) derived in sect. 2b. Wa=O gets small at p ~ 

125 MeV/c since the corresponding 0-mesons, which mainly contribute, are of 

-+ -+ 
small momenta K, where K 1 p, so that Y 10 z O. Plott ing the double 

differential cross section for a fixed value of p versus the time parameter 

to' one finds not a smooth monotonic decrease but an oscillating cross 

section, which shows an overall decreasing behavior with increasing to. In 

reality, the maximum compression reached might decrease with increasing impact 

parameter. We did not take this into account, since it means a more 

complicated parametrization and we want to restrict our model on as few 

parameters as possible. 

As far as the impact parameter integration is concerned, for b > 6.2 fm 

there are fewer than 1.2 nucleons involved in the coherent 0-production and the 

initial kinetic energy available in such a participant system is thus less than 

the rest mass of the 0-meson. The calculation of the cross section (25) shows 

that such 1 arge impact parameter cont ri but ions can be neglected without not ice-

ably changing the result. The integrand of the impact parameter integration 

peaks at b z 2 fm. In this case A(b) ~ 20 and therefore the initially 

available kinetic energy for part.icle production is about 17 GeV. One can 

think of such a system to act as an energy and quantum number reservoir for 

low-moment um 0-meson product ion as long as one creates not more t han one r/J in 

each collision. In our model this is the case. Figure 5 displays the mean 
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number <n~> of produced ~IS in dependence of the impact parameter b for 

different time parameters to. In a central collision for to = 2.0 fm/c, 

there are on an average about 100 collisions necessary to produce one ~meson. 
+ 

At a bombarding energy of 2.1 GeV/nucleon the K -meson contribution 

resulting from the decay of a ~ might be difficult to detect in, the background 
+ . + + of K -mesons produced by the reactlons NN ~ K AN and NN ~ K LN, which 

leads to a thermal type of spectrum21 ,22). 

+ 
We calculated the K -yield for the system Ne-Ne at 2.1 GeV/nucleon at 

~ = 0° and compared our prediction with the data of ref. 21). Figure 6 shows 

that a parameter of to = 1.5 fm/c is in contradiction to the data, while for 
+ 

to = 2.0 fm/c the K -yield resulting from a ~-decay is compatible with the 

dat a. 
+ 

Here our K -yield is so small that it can not lead to a significant 

structure deviating from a thermal spectrum. 

Summary 

The aim of this paper was to demonstrate the possibility of subthreshold 

K--production due to coherent ly created ~-mesons during a heavy ion collision. 

Assuming a reasonable model parametrization for the global nucleus-nucleus 

current during the collision process we can explain the data of ref. 6). The 

model predicts aC-spectrum, which decreases much more rapidly than a 

thermal spectrum. The width of the spectrum is related to the size of the 

.~ reaction zone; its height is due to the fastness in changes of the interacting 

matter distributions. Therefore, the K--cross section resulting from the 

decay of r/J1s contains direct information about.the time-space development of 

the global nucleus-nucleus current during the reaction. We have shown that it 

is necessary to take a compression stage into account to explain the data. 
+ 

The model is not in contradiction to the K -data of ref. 21). 
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Up to now there are not enough data available to exclude or to confirm the 

. possibility of coherent 0-production in a heavy ion collision. To show 

experimentally that 0 1 S are produced one should measure the K--yield at 

lower bombarding energies to decrease significantly the K--yield, which 

might be due to the reactions TfA ~ NK- and TfL ~ NK-. The subthreshold 

K--yield due to decaying ¢IS should decrease less rapidly with decreasing 

bombarding energies than the C-yield coming from the above elementary 

reactions. Up to now the parametrization of the nucleus-nucleus dynamics is 

crude and, of course, it should be improved if experimentally a clear 

signature of ¢-production should be detected. 
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Figure Capt ions 

Fig. 1. Density profiles j b/o for A(b) = 14. The maximum density 
0, 0 

reached is assumed to be Pm = 3 00. The time parameter for the 

compression stage is chosen to be to = 3.8 fm/c. The bombarding 

energy is 2.1 GeV/nucleon and kT = 120 MeV. 

Fig. 2. The current jz,b in units of fm- 3 c. The last column displays 

. jx,b during the expansion stage. A(b), Pm' to' E/Ao' and kT 

are chosen as in fig. 1. 

Fig. 3. Longitudinal half Gaussian width ~zL of the participant 

distribution during the compression and expansion stage. 

Fig. 4. Invariant double differential K--production cross section at .e = 00 

in the c.m. frame for compression-time parameters to = 1.5,2.0, 

3.5 fm/c for the reaction 28Si_28Si at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. We choose 

Om = 3 00 and kT = 120 MeV. N.C. means no compression stage. 

Fig. 5. The mean number of produced ~IS during the reaction 28Si_285i at 

Fig. 6. 

2.1 GeV/nucleon versus the impact parameter b for different to. 

Again, om = 3 Po' kT = 120 MeV. 
+ 

Invariant double differential K .,...production cross section at .e = 00 

in the c.m. frame for different compression time parameters to for 

the reaction 20N~20Ne at 2.1 GeV/nucleon (solid curves). Again, 

Pm = 3 Po. The data are taken from ref. 21). The dashed line 

corresponds to a thermal spectrum where kT = 142 MeV. 
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